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The Impact of Inconsistent Social Cash Transfers on Children

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
About 60 per cent of the children live in poor households in Zambia (GRZ, 2018). Most of these
children live in rural areas where the incidence of extreme poverty is five times higher at 76.6 per
cent than urban levels at 12.8 per cent (CSO, 2016), raising the need and significance of social
protection (SP) programs. To cushion the effects of poverty, Government has been implementing
a Social Cash Transfer (SCT) program. However, in the recent past, SCT disbursements
have been irregular, with severe implications on households that depend on them. Save the
Children is implementing a Child Sensitive Social Protection Project (CSSP) in Lufwanyama
District on the Copperbelt Province that was initiated in January 2017. The project rests on
three pillars: access for children and their families to social protection programs - both formal,
as in national Social Protection programmes and informal such as community based support
groups; capacity of service providers to deliver quality services relevant for social protection;
and child sensitivity of service providers, social protection recipients, their households/families
(parents and caregivers) and the community at large. However, one of the challenges for the
CSSP project has been the inconsistent nature of the SCT payments on which the child
sensitivity component depends. In order to better understand how the irregular SCT payments
have affected the beneficiaries, Save the Children International (SCI) commissioned a research
to find out the depth of the problem.
Through a COVID-19 adapted design, case study approach, with a child as the unit of analysis
rather than the household, was deployed to collect information. Information was collected using
Key Informant Interviews (KII) and general household level Focus Group Discussions (FGDs). Many
of the sampled children live with their caregivers. These are predominantly their grandparents or a
single parent (mother), many being widows or chronically ill patients. Most of the caregivers have
a high dependency ratio comprising orphaned children. Without any form of external support,
these households often experience profound food insecurity and are unable to meet other basic
needs such as children’s school fees and requirements.
The analysis of responses from the case studies show that although the beneficiaries considered
the SCT payments to be rather low in value, given the high inflation, nevertheless, there is a
consensus that it does provide a good source of income for their families. Working as
casual laborers (piecework) was a major source of supplementary income for the SCT
beneficiaries. Unfortunately, this included children who would join in to help their families.
However, when SCT payments are regular, children engaging in paid work was said to be
optional with few children involved, as most of them would attend school.
Common uses of SCT included buying food and basic household groceries, construction and repairs
of homes, paying for education and health services. A few invest in crop and livestock production
to enhance food security and household income whereas others use the funds as capital for their
businesses.
The 12 case studies have clearly shown that SCT is important for many families and when it is
not regular, families adopt adverse coping mechanisms which may have negative effects on their
children.
In what follows, the case studies document the detailed realities of children living in households
that are dependent on SCT payments.
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VOICES
"I was 6 years old when my mother died; but when that happened, aunt Senda took
responsibility of my 9 siblings and I. In the past (between 2014 and 2018), when aunt
used to get money from the government, life was much better for us because she was
able to pay school fees for the 10 of us. Now I have do piece work to contribute to the
family. My piece works involve going to local forest areas to pack charcoal briquettes
in bags. The charcoal owners pay me ZMK 2 when I fill a 50kg bag."
(Mary*, 12 years).
"Despite my mother’s physical illness, she still used to provide for us through her
roadside businesses which she sustained through SCT funds up until somewhere around
2017. Things started to get tough as money (SCT) became irregular and she could no
longer sustain her businesses. Given her physical condition she cannot do manual work
such as weeding, cooking, harvesting maize and carrying charcoal for selling. I help
basically with everything.”
(Masiye*, 14 years).
“Early this year (2020) when I qualified to go to Grade 8, I had no money for school
fees, uniforms and learning materials. To help me out, my grandmother negotiated a
loan (ZMK450) from our neighbour on my behalf and asked me to repay. It was then
that I decided to join other children that work as wage employees on a nearby
commercial mine farm. My most recent job involves harvesting soya beans. I start work
at around 04:00hrs and knock off late in the evening, with little rest in between.
Sometimes the supervisors shout at me if they perceive that I am not working very
fast.”
(Solstina*, 16 years).
“We have divided our tasks, I remain at home to take care of my ill mother and
younger brother. Mary, my elder sister, engages in piecework to support the family. I
feel trapped as the family is failing to cope with this situation. I have not been going to
school because we have no money for my school needs such as uniforms, books and
pens. When my mother was receiving money from the government, things were okay;
she would buy things I needed for my school including food. Things turned for the
worse after my mother became chronically ill, which coincided with the time when the
money from government became irregular.”
(Faith*, 14 years).
"I used to go to school sometimes but realised this was difficult as a result of hunger.
Food has been a problem as we don’t normally eat regularly and even when we eat, it is
not enough. I must escort my grandmother to work in fields in order to secure food.
With long distances to areas where piecework is found, it is difficult for me to be in
school. I think rainy seasons are worse because that is when demand for piecework is
very high. Thus, I sometimes spend several days working with my family rather than
going to school.”
(Memory*, 10 years).
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INTRODUCTION
About 700,000 households are currently benefiting from the Social Cash Transfer (SCT)
programme in Zambia (GRZ, 2020). SCTs are a critical social protection mechanism for the
54.4% of Zambian who live in poverty. In Zambia, among the poor, about 35 % of children are
stunted (CSO 2016). It is widely agreed that SCT can lead to increased spending on food,
improve diverse food consumption patterns and enhanced access to social services such as
education and health. In some cases, SCT has led to an increase in crop production and harvest
through use of agricultural inputs such as seeds, fertilizers and hired labour (UNICEF, 2015).
As from 2017, the SCT disbursements have not only been irregular but also inconsistent thereby
negatively impacting beneficiary households and their children. Although the Government has
indicated commitment to providing SCT, the reality on the ground is that the SCT beneficiaries
have not been paid their disbursement in the whole of the year 2020. However, the budgetary
allocation to the Social Protection sector including the SCT as reflected in the 2021 National
budget shows a 100 per cent budgetary allocation. For instance, the 2021 budget has enhanced
the significance of social protection more broadly and SCT specifically by increasing the
allocation to the former to ZMK4.8 billion out of which ZMK2.3 billion is allocated to the latter.
With this, the government plans to increase the number of beneficiaries from the current the
700,000 to 994,000 households. The government has also increased the minimum SCT payment
to ZMK110 per month from ZMK90 per month (GRZ 2020).
To better understand how the children are being impacted by the irregular and inconsistent
SCTs, Save the Children International commissioned a research to collect child –centred case
studies in four selected chiefdoms in Lufwanyama district. The overarching methodological
approach for data collection was the Case Study Analysis (CSA), which employed a whole child
approach, to better understand the depth of challenges each child is experiencing. The child
rather than the household was the unit of analysis to underline the intra-household challenges,
as well as, any differences across gender and age. A total of 16 children (four in each chiefdom)
aged between 8 and 17 years were interviewed, out of which 12 case studies (seven girls and five
boys) where selected for the compendium. Based on the information collected, the 12 case
studies are organised into four themes; a) child labour; b) food insecurity and marginalisation; c)
access to health care and d) access to education.
In terms of structure, this compendium starts by presenting four case studies (Cases 1-4), which
link irregular and inconsistent SCTs to increased child labour. Child labour is one of the many
faces of poverty given that, it is work that harms children’s wellbeing and interferes with their
education and future livelihoods.
The next set of four case studies (Cases 5-8), link irregular and inconsistent SCT to food
insecurity and marginalisation being faced by the children. Household food insecurity is on the
rise because without SCT payments, parents and caregivers are not able to procure farming
inputs. Consequently, children eat just one meal per day or nothing at all on some days (Cases
5-7). Also, care for children with disabilities is being compromised as parents prioritize piecework
to meet their immediate food and income needs (Case 8).
Case study 9 links irregular and inconsistent SCTs to poor access to health services, which is
pushing parents to seek more traditional medicines which are seen as affordable, but, which
could potentially endanger children’s health.
Lastly, three case studies (Cases 10-12) link irregular and inconsistent SCTs to poor school
attendance due to factors such as child neglect, teenage pregnancies and parents’ inability to
meet the children’s school needs such as uniforms.
The Impact of Inconsistent Social Cash Transfers on Children
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THEME I: CHILD LABOUR INCREASINGLY BECOMING A COPING MECHANISM FOR SCT
HOUSEHOLDS.

“I am now sending Mary to engage in
piecework so that together we can
meet our income and food deficits.”
Mary's aunt

Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

Case 1: Young children driven into harmful child labour : The case of 12-year old Mary*

Photo 1: Mary doing the dishes at home

Mary* is a 12-year-old girl child in grade 5 at primary school. She has been living with her
maternal aunt in her village in Lufwanyama District since her mother died in 2014. Her aunt and
caregiver is a 45-year-old single parent with four children. Her aunt has also adopted 10 of her
late sister’s children. She is a Social Cash Transfer (SCT) beneficiary on the basis of being the
head of her household and having high number of dependents. She says that: “I last received the
bimonthly SCT payment of ZMK180, in August 2019, a situation that has created severe income and food
deficits at my home. I am now sending Mary to engage in piecework so that together we can meet our
income and food deficits.” Irregular SCT means her aunt cannot afford to keep Mary and her
siblings in school.
Mary explains: "I was 6 years old when my mother died; but when that happened, my aunt took
responsibility of my 9 siblings and I. In the past (between 2014 and 2018), when my aunt used to get
money from the government, life was much better for us because she was able to pay school fees for the
10 of us.” She further says: "My piece works involve going to local forest areas to pack charcoal briquettes
in bags. The charcoal owners pay me ZMK2 when I fill a 50kg bag."
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Usually I can pack up to 10 bags in a day and this entails intensified piecework every day for me,
with no time to rest. I do not like it, but how do we eat, if I do not work?” Mary’s engagement in
charcoal piece works was evidenced by a dark and hard skin texture around her hands.
Although packing charcoal earns Mary some much-needed cash, that source of income is very
harmful to her health, because, in the process of packing charcoal briquettes, Mary inhales
excessive sooty dust and fumes that causes her to regularly suffer from headaches and chest
pains, as well as health risks such as serious respiratory infections. In contrast however, when
SCT disbursements were more consistent, Mary’s workload and health risks were lower
relatively, because she only went for piecework occasionally. Mary’s aunt/caregiver confirmed
Mary’s difficulties, when she said: “On most days, we fail to have a meal, so we just go to bed without
food. As you can see, I did not harvest anything because I do not have fertilizers and seeds to grow my
own food. We will totally depend on piecework and little profits from selling Munkoyo (A traditionally
brewed sweet drink) to survive.”

Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

Mary’s case shows how irregular and inconsistent disbursements of SCTs have created severe
income and food security challenges forcing households to adopt adverse coping mechanisms
and pushing young children such as Mary into child labour to supplement family income.

Photo 2: Mary's aunt brewing a traditional sweet drink - Munkoyo
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Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

Case 2: Young children turn into household caregivers and providers: The case of 14-year-old,
Masiye*

“With irregular SCT, I could not find extra
resources to continue with my roadside
businesses which I could manage even with
my physical health limitations. Due to
irregular SCT, Masiye has now assumed new
roles and responsibility of taking care of our
household, depriving him of education and
social interaction that he should be having
given his young age.” Masiye's mother

Photo 3: Masiye packing bags of charcoal.

Masiye* is a 14-year old boy living in a village in Lufwanyama District. He is in grade 6 at his local
primary school and lives with his two younger brothers and their mother, Rose*, a 35-year old
single parent who is partially paralysed. Masiye’s case shows how irregular SCT has affected
household incomes particularly those households with a parent who is living with a disability. The
lack of income has pushed young members of the household to assume adult responsibilities as
caregivers and providers.
Rose explains, “With irregular SCT, I could not find extra resources to continue with my roadside
businesses which I could manage even with my physical health limitations. Due to irregular SCT, Masiye
has now assumed new roles and responsibility of taking care of our household, depriving him of education
and social interaction that he should be having given his young age.” With such adult responsibilities on
their shoulders, children like Masiye, do so at the cost of regular school attendance and ultimately a stolen
childhood. “Masiye is the eldest and must take over my responsibilities to care and provide for this family.
Masiye is our cook, our business brain as he is a very good record keeper, and our provider as he leads his
brothers on piece works”.
Masiye explained that, “Despite my mother’s physical illness, she still used to provide for us through her
roadside businesses which she sustained through SCT funds up until somewhere around 2017.
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Things started to get tough as money (SCT) became irregular and she could no longer sustain
her businesses. Given her physical condition she cannot do manual work such as weeding,
cooking, harvesting maize and carrying charcoal for selling. I help basically with everything ”
When asked to describe his typical day, Masiye was categorical: “days are different and difficult to predict
what they will turn out to be. Sometimes, I wake up not knowing where I will be and where my day will
end. Most often, however, I wake up and without eating begin to search for piecework in the
neighbourhood. After working to somewhere around 11:00 hours, if possible, I must rush back to wash my
face and go to school. I knock off back from school around 16:00 hours and I must rush home to help in
cooking when food is available. However, sometimes piecework is far away from home and school, which
means I don’t normally make it to school. I hawk tomatoes in nearby sawmills and only return when I
have made substantial sales and it’s difficult to rush back to prepare for school. Part of my earnings from
piecework is used to buy school requirements for us all. Some of the jobs that I do include: applying
fertiliser, packing charcoal, and weeding. For weeding, I work 20 metres by 20 lines to get ZMK20.00."
Meanwhile Rose confirmed, “Irregular SCT has made me rely on my boys especially Masiye who works
in the field, cooks, and coordinates businesses for me around the village. He cuts firewood, draws water,
washes plates and clothes and can harvest our field.” Rose lamented further that: “I know the crucial
part of my children’s life is education, but then that also is being taken away. Sadly, our wellbeing has
become worse. I really feel powerless.” More widely, the food security and diet diversity of the
household has also suffered immensely thereby potentially impacting the nutritional status of her
children.

Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

This case study has demonstrated how children like Masiye are missing out on a decent childhood
in an effort to try and supplement the household through involvement in child labour.

Photo 4: Masiye (left) with his family as they prepare food on a fire.
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“I really feel the pain of not having the basic
school requirements, sometimes I feel like
just stopping going to school. “ Solstina

Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

Case 3: Children are being pushed into worst forms of child labour: A case of 16-year-old,
Solstina*

Photo 5: Solstina sorting the charcoal to make a fire in preparation for lunch.

Solstina* is a 16 year old girl and currently in Grade 8 at her local school. Together with her
three cousins (16, 11, and 10), she is being looked after by their grandmother Prudence*.
Prudence is an 85 years old widow and a Social Cash Transfer (SCT) beneficiary. Prudence last
received her bimonthly transfer of ZMK360 in August 2019. Because of irregular and inconsistent
SCT payments, Prudence’s household is facing severe financial hardships. These financial
hardships have created conditions that forced Solstina into child labour.
Solstina explained that: “Early this year (2020) when I qualified to go to Grade 8, I had no money for
school fees, uniforms and learning materials. To help me out, my grandmother negotiated a loan
(ZMK450) from our neighbour on my behalf and asked me to repay. It was then that I decided to join
other children that work as wage employees on a nearby commercial mine farm. My most recent job
involves harvesting soya beans. I start work at around 04:00hrs and knock off late in the evening, with
little rest in between. Sometimes the supervisors shout at me if they perceive that I am not working very
fast.”
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The nature of soya bean crop requires harvesting very early in the morning and quickly, failing
which pod shattering occurs resulting in loss of yields to a farmer. Solstina adds, “I am not given
any protective clothing to wear while working and as a result I developed itchy rashes from the soya
beans plant all over my body, which took very long to heal. In addition, the commercial farm is located
about 15 kilometres from our village and so I often have to camp there for a week or more to complete
my tasks. I sleep in an unsafe temporal shelter and that is where I also prepare my meals. The closure of
schools because of COVID 19 has allowed me to secure paid employment at a commercial farm. I do not
know how I would have combined schooling and work had schools not closed. Sometimes I wonder if I will
ever finish school because what I earn from the commercial farm is not enough to support my education
and our household needs at the same time. With our current situation, I am left with no option but to
continue working at the farm even when it hinders my education.”
Prudence, her grandmother, added that she is aware and also concerned that permitting Solstina
to work at a commercial farm exposes her to many risks such as sexual exploitation,
harassment and violence. According to Prudence, Solstina’s wage labour earnings are their
only hope for survival as well as her future through education. Prudence also explained “due to
irregular SCT, I encourage my older grandchildren, like Solstina, to go and work at a faraway commercial
farm. They walk through a dense and isolated forested area, which is unsafe for young girls like her. Early
this year, thugs reportedly assaulted a young girl somewhere in the forest. Since then, I worry about
Solstina’s safety whenever she leaves home to go to work. I fear that she might be prone to sexual
exploitation and other negative vices, mostly by older male farm supervisors”.

Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

This case study shows how financial difficulties being faced by SCT beneficiaries in turn force
children like Solstina to seek paid work to meet family needs.

Photo 6: Solstina's grandmother Prudence explaining how the inconsistent social cash transfer has affected the children.
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Case 4: Vulnerable househoulds show increase on demand for unpaid child labour: The case
of 14-year-old, Memory*

Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

“I really want to go back to school but the situation
at home, such as, the deteriorating health condition
of my mother and the need to create an opportunity
for my elder sister Mary to go and look for
piece works is holding me back.” Memory

Photo 7: Memory taking care of her younger sibling at home.

Memory* is a 14-year-old girl and currently in Grade 4 at her local primary school. She is the
third born child of Betty*, a 45-year-old single parent who is chronically ill. Besides Memory,
Betty has three other children who live with her in her village in Lufwanyama District. Her
mother received her last bimonthly payment of ZMK360 in August 2019. To help with household
income and provision of food, Memory often misses school because she must babysit her
younger brother while the sister is out looking for sources of income for the household. Memory
has missed school since September 2019 and explains, “I really want to go back to school but the
situation at home, such as, the deteriorating health condition of my mother and the need to create an
opportunity for my elder sister to go and look for piece works is holding me back,” says a visibly
traumatized Memory.
Memory explains: “We have divided our tasks, I remain at home to take care of my ill mother and
younger brother. My elder sister engages in piecework to support the family. I feel trapped as the family
is failing to cope with this situation.” Memory explains: “I have not been going to school because we have
no money for my school needs such as uniforms, books and pens. When my mother was receiving money
from the government (SCT), things were okay; she would buy things I needed for my school including food.
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Things turned for the worse after my mother became chronically ill, which coincided with the time when
SCT became irregular.” Memory’s mother’s condition coupled with irregular SCT have paralyzed
the household, with severe consequences on Memory, who in turn has been forced to leave
school prematurely. “Maybe I will be able to return to school soon but then today I heard that my
mother’s condition is getting worse, which makes me lose hope,” Memory further adds.
The Community Welfare Assistance Committee (CWAC) member who was present during the
interview confirmed that the difficult circumstances around Betty’s households are what have
pushed Memory out of school. Betty lamented, “my children have taken over my responsibilities of
providing for my household. My oldest daughter is currently out on piecework to raise money to buy food.
She is harvesting maize in another family’s crop field; and will be paid cash or in form of grain at the end
of the day. She does not return until very late in the evening. Sometimes she returns home with nothing
depending on her payment terms. My other daughter Memory helps me to look after my youngest child.
This means all my children are not in school because of income and food shortfalls. I am aware that my
decisions are interfering with Memory’s schooling and long-term development, but I think we have no
choice at the moment.”
Memory’s case demonstrates how irregular SCT exposes vulnerable households to different
shocks such as food insecurity, resulting in children taking up adult roles and trapping them in
intergenerational poverty.

In conclusion for Theme I: Child Labour increasingly becoming a coping mechanism for SCT
households.
The (Cases 1-4), show a link between irregular and inconsistent SCTs to increased child labour.
Child labour is one of the many faces of poverty given that, it is work that harms children’s
wellbeing and interferes with their education and future livelihoods as evidenced in the case
studies. Besides being harmful to children, some parents /caregivers are now totally dependent
on their children to help them make ends meet, encouraging their children to engage in wage
labour in violation of their children’s right. Beside the negative consequences shown in the four
case studies, indicate the importance for vulnerable households paid their SCT as this in return
helps households meet their children development outcomes like, Education, Health and
protection.
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THEME II: WORSENING OF FOOD INSECURITY AND MARGINALISATION AMONG SCT HOUSEHOLDS

Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

Case 5: Children miss out of school because of hunger: A case of 10 year old, Chiyana*

“Without SCT payments, we have no food; and without food
how can Chiyana go to school?” Chiyana's grandmother

Photo 8: Chiyana poses for a photo during the interview.

Chiyana* is a 10-year-old girl, who dropped out of school in grade 2. She lives with her 78-year
old grandmother, Luwiza*, a widow who has been on SCT since 2014. Due to her age, Luwiza
struggles to provide food for Chiyana and others within her household.
Chiyana starts the interview with an unusual request: “can I take you to the desert? (a word used to
describe the distance to a water spring and the loneliness one feels on the way). “My name is Chiyana and
I am 10 years old. I used to be in Grade 2; and I live here with my grandmother. I used to go to school
sometimes but realised this was difficult as a result of hunger. Food has been a problem as we don’t
normally eat regularly and even when we eat, it is not enough. I must escort my grandmother to work in
fields in order to secure food. With long distances to areas where piecework is found, it is difficult for me to
be in school. I think rainy seasons are worse because that is when demand for piecework is very high. Thus,
I sometimes spend several days working with my family rather than going to school.” Chiyana also
revealed that the family had adjusted their mealtimes to once a day. She adds: “today I think we will eat
somewhere around 14:00 – 15:00hrs, but I really don’t know.”
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Luwiza, the grandmother also confirmed they had not eaten that day. She further explains:
“When SCT was regular, Chiyana attended classes regularly and we had adequate meals a day with a
diversity of foods to enhance her nutrition. However, irregular SCT has created a financial gap that has
intensified negative coping strategies for Chiyana, who has to help me as I look for piecework. When SCT
payments were regular (ZMK180), I used part of my money to buy fertilizer prepacks, seeds and would
pay for labour. I saved a little to buy groceries such as salt, sugar, cooking oil, soap and other basic
household necessities. Additionally, I supported Chiyana’s school requirements. Occasionally, I would invest
into the brewing of an indigenous sweet beverage called ‘munkoyo’ and then we would use the profits to
buy more food or the children’s clothes. Irregular SCT means that we have no food; and without food how
can Chiyana go to school? For now, she must help us work in other people’s fields. My oldest daughter who
used to help me has lost her job as a maid as a result of the COVID- 19 pandemic. The other – a
marketeer – lost her capital also during this COVID-19 pandemic period when she was unable to conduct
her business because of the “stay at home” orders. They both came back to stay with us until things get
better. This situation is dragging every one of us including Chiyana into constantly looking for food."

Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

Chiyana’s case has demonstrated how irregular SCT creates food insecurity at household level
due to reduced food production, availability and access. This then results in households using
negative coping strategies like withdrawing their children from school to help source for food to
support the families.

Photo 9: Chiyana fetching water from a shallow well.
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Case 6: Food Insecurity has a negative consequence on children : A case of 12-year old,
Kaluwayo*

Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

“I go to school hungry which makes me feel bad
in class. Like today I ate only once. I feel hungry
but there is nothing I can do because I just have
to stand up and help my grandmother to
search for food.” Kaluwayo

Photo 10: Kaluwayo playing with his plastic home made football.

Kaluwayo* is a 12-year-old boy doing grade 5. He lives with his grandparents, 81-year old
Victor* and his 75-year old wife, Melody*. Kaluwayo is one of 10 orphaned children being looked
after by the family (4 are in secondary school). Melody, a SCT beneficiary since 2014, explained
that without SCT, her household has been unable to grow their own food or operate a small
business undertaking. Kaluwayo lamented, “I go to school hungry which makes me feel bad in class.
Like today I ate only once. I feel hungry but there is nothing I can do because I just have to stand up and
help my grandmother to search for food.” Kaluwayo further argued that when SCT was regular, “I
attended classes regularly, and we had adequate meals per day. This is because our food would come
from farming and my grandmother’s small income generating activity. We used to eat different food types
that included meat, eggs, and fish, which was nice. I think things changed in the past 2-3 years. I go for
kunyanta (a scavenging activity whereby households in lower socio-economic categories physically re-visit
corn fields belonging to the better off households to collect any leftover maize cobs for their own food)
with my other brother. I remember the hardest period was when we went to bed without eating and ended
up missing classes the following day.
Melody confirmed: “when I was regularly receiving the SCT, I could buy fertilizers and pay labour to
help me with work at my farm. I could also use part of the money to buy household needs such as salt,
soaps and cooking oil. I would buy some uniforms and other school requirements for my school going
grandchildren. What I earned from piecework only came in as supplement to SCT payments, allowing my
family some flexibility on expenditure. This current situation has negatively affected household.” The
grandmother also confirmed that: “food availability has been a problem for us since SCT became irregular.
15
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We have food when, Kaluwayo does “kunyanta” Generally, we face challenges of food availability, access
and diversity, making us rely on a standard diet of nshima and plan vegetables with no cooking oil.”

Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

The case of demonstrates how the Kaluwayo’s household is experiencing food insecurity and
poor dietary intake as a result of irregular SCT and Kaluwayo has even dropped out of school.

Photo 11: Kaluwayo (left) with his siblings at home.
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Case 7: Children in social cash transfer households face marginalisation and food insecurity:
A case of 8-year-old, Mapalo*

Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

“I have stopped school because I have
to take care of my aunt’s baby when
she’s out piecework so that we can
buy food.” Mapalo

Photo 12: Mapalo posses for a photo at home.

Mapalo* is an 8-year-old girl, currently in Grade one at her local primary school.
Mapalo is the oldest of three siblings and together, they are being cared for by their 80-year old
grandmother, Margaret*. Margaret is a widow who has been a Social Cash Transfer (SCT)
beneficiary since 2014. When asked why she does not go to school, Mapalo said: “We have not
eaten anything since morning, maybe we shall eat in the evening, but I do not know. I do not go to school
because I don’t have a uniform, shoes, pencils and books. This dress I am wearing now, is what I used to
wear every day, when going to school, but as you can see, it is very small and worn out. Because of that,
each time I went to school, some classmates from better off homes would mock and bully me, by calling me
“umuchulile” – a very derogatory label given to children from poor households. Hence, I have decided to
just stay at home,” says Mapalo.
Her grandmother explains, “SCT payments were helping me to buy food and other basic household
needs, until 2017, when SCT payments became inconsistent. I last received payment of ZMK180 in August
2019. Consequently, I do not have any money to either buy food for the children or a school uniform for
Mapalo, something that has forced her to drop out of school”. She added that “even though I enrolled
Mapalo in grade one this year (2020), I knew that she would drop out of school because I do not have
money to buy her a uniform including her other school requirements. Also, food is a problem; we usually eat
one meal in the evenings. Sometimes we just go to bed without food, which makes Mapalo fail to go to
school the next day." The Community Welfare Assistance Committee (CWAC) leader present
during the interview collaborated further that Mapalo might have been to school just about three
times this year.
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Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

This case demonstrated how Mapalo has been forced to drop out of school and how she also
suffered humiliation and bullies from her classmates since her grandmother could not meet all
the necessary school prerequisites.

Photo 13: Mapalo with her grandmother at home.
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Case 8: Exclusion of children living with disabilities result in negative consequences on
children and caregivers. A case of 14-year old John*

“The burden of irregular SCT has brutally impacted my
disabled child, Ian, because I have to leave him all by
himself in the bush, while am away doing piecework to
earn cash to buy food and soaps for his hygiene care.”
John's mother

Photo 14: John playing at home.

John* is a 14-year-old boy who lives with his parents and eight other siblings in a village in
Lufwanyama District. John’s mother, Veronica* is 55-years old and she has been on Social Cash
Transfer (SCT) since 2014 because of John’s disability. Besides John, she has eight other children
and takes care of her husband who is unemployed. John was born with a health condition that
has left him with a physical disability and hearing impairment, which limits his speech and use of
hands and legs. This has forced him to be totally dependent on his mother for feeding and
personal hygiene. Due to his condition John requires constant supply of toiletries that have been
difficult to access due to lack of financial resources.
As Veronica explains “Regular SCT allowed me to buy basic toiletries for John, and, occasionally engage
in piecework, when I needed additional money to buy clothes for my children or other household items.
During the rainy season, I would use part of our SCT payments to buy fertilizers and seeds to increase my
crop harvest and subsequently food. However, things changed when SCT became irregular somewhere
around 2017 when I was only paid twice instead of the standard six payment in a year. My last
bimonthly payment of ZMK360 was in August 2019. Each time I received my payment, I would
immediately buy toiletries necessary for maintaining John’s personal hygiene. We cannot stay a single
day without these supplies. I leave at dawn for piecework 6- kilometres away and return home in the
evening. Irregular SCT has affected my son, in that I leave him alone in the bush within the boundary of
our yard, daily so that I go for piecework. Whilst in the bushes, he does not eat or drink, sits on the same
spot, without anyone to bath him when he relieves himself until in the evening when I return home. As you
can see, John has developed sores around his hips as a result of sitting in one position.”
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One CWAC representative present during the interview added that what was exacerbating
Veronica’s hardships recently included the cost of toiletries that had more than doubled due to
restrictions on social movements as response to the COVID-19 outbreak, thereby reducing supply
by local vendors.
This case study has shown how care for children with disabilities is being compromised as parents
prioritize piecework to meet their immediate food and income needs. In this case, of John who
needs special care from his mother who on the other hand must look for casual works for
economic survival in the absence of STC.
Conclusion of theme II: worsening of food insecurity and marginalisation among SCT
households
Overall, (Cases 5-8), have demonstrated how irregular and inconsistent SCT creates food
insecurity and marginalisation at household level, because without SCT payments, parents and
caregivers are not able to procure farming inputs to grow their own food resulting in poor
dietary intake at household level. While the wider impacts of lack of optimal dietary requirements
include challenges related to physical, intellectual, emotional and psychological development. Such
children tend to have less energy and less interest in learning, which negatively hinders their
cognitive development and academic performance.
Other notable, consequences are, children eat just one meal per day or nothing at all on some
days, children dropping out of school or have irregular school attendance rates. In one case the
child (Mapalo) also experienced humiliation and marginalization at school. The case studies
demonstrate that vulnerabilities due to irregular SCT at household level triggers wide negative
treatment and discrimination for children such as Mapalo, which affects their self-esteem and
growth. Thus, any disruption in the disbursement of SCTs only worsens hunger, stigma and
discrimination for young children.
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THEME III: ACCESS TO HEALTH SERVICES REDUCED

Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

Case 9: Negative health-seeking behaviour for children in vulnerable homes : A case of 14year-old, Ezron*

“I have been a SCT beneficiary since 2017 as I have a
large family. We have no money to seek health
services at hospitals so we have now resorted to getting
help from traditional doctors when we fall sick.”
Ezron's mother

Photo 15: Ezron looks on during the interview.

Ezron* is a 14-year old boy. He is in grade 6 and lives with his mother, a single parent taking
care of a family of 6 (4 children and 2 grandchildren). Ezron’s mother explains: “I have been a SCT
beneficiary since 2017 as I have a large family. We have no money to seek health services at hospitals so
we have now resorted to getting help from traditional doctors when we fall sick.”
Ezron explained his sad experience with an abscess on his chin, which started in July 2018 but
struggled to find medical treatment. “I used to attend school regularly until July 2018 when I
developed an abscess on my chin which was connected to one of my teeth. It grew so big, forcing me to
stop attending school. Sometimes, I could attend school, but when the pain became unbearable, my
teacher would ask me to go home. Eventually, this forced me to stop going to school altogether. I could
barely eat or play with my friends. Later, I realised that my mother could not afford to take me to the
hospital, so we started using traditional medicine.” Ezron explains: “I remember we went to the local clinic
only once. Despite being in pain, I did not understand why we were not going to the hospital. I was so
afraid, and I sometimes thought I was going to die which made me scared. I would lie down in the night
and do the same during the day whilst my friends went to school to learn and played football at home."
Ezron’s mother lamented: “When my son developed a tooth abscess, I felt totally hopeless. Efforts to
take him to the clinic were hampered by transport costs and other requirements. I realized things were
getting worse for my son. I sometimes used to think I was going to lose him, as his tooth abscess got
worse, oozing with smelly pus. I saw he was in pain, could barely eat and had stopped playing.
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Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

I decided to take him to a nearby “traditional” doctor, who agreed to be paid through manual labour. I
am aware that CWACs promote and encourage us to seek proper medical attention for our children but I
simply cannot afford it. Ezron’s abscess converged with the irregular SCT and his illness meant that my
usual coping mechanisms such as local business could not work as I had to take care of him. For him, he
eventually dropped out of school.”

Photo 16: Ezron's mother fetching water in a pot.

Conclusion on Theme III: Access to Health Services reduced.
This case of Ezron shows how vulnerable households without any sources of income once the
SCT is disrupted resort alter negative health-seeking behaviour. SCT remains a crucial source of
income for many recipient households, cutting across several basic needs. The irregular SCT
erodes household cash inflows and forcing parents/caregivers such as Mary to alter negative
health- seeking behaviour. The alternative for households is to seek cheaper and easily accessed
options of traditional doctors as opposed to government clinics. This is obviously a risky practice
that should be discouraged at the village level.
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THEME IV: EDUCATION OF CHILDREN FROM SCT HOUSEHOLDS HINDERED
Case 10: Financial distress is fueling social disintegration in households with negative
consequences on older boys: A case of a 14-year-old boy, Joseph*

Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

“I bought these clothes am
wearing with earnings from
piecework. Sometimes I don’t go
to school to help my mother in
weeding other people’s fields so
that we have food.” Joseph

Photo 17: Joseph placing a cup on the dish rack.

Joseph* is a 14-year-old boy and currently in grade 6 at his local primary school. His mother,
Esther* is a single parent and has six other children younger than Joseph. Esther like many other
SCT beneficiaries last received her bimonthly payment in August 2019.The non-payment of SCT
has negatively affected one of her children – Joseph who now has to carry the economic burden
of her mother. Because of hardships, Esther asked Joseph to fend for himself, and move out of his
mother’s home to stay with his 70-year-old grandmother as a way of lessening her own pressure
of taking care of a relatively bigger household. On one hand, Joseph is a child that wants to
continue with school, going by the fact that he still allocates part of his earnings towards school
requirements; and on the other hand, he is fulfilling societal expectation, as an older male child,
to contribute to household income.
Joseph explains: “Over the past several months, my mother has not received anything from the
government, and when she saw that survival was becoming hard at home, she asked me to move to my
grandmother’s house. Since then, I rely on piecework to raise money to meet my educational and personal
needs. Even these clothes I am wearing now, I bought them on my own. I should have been in Grade 9 this
year if I had not been forced to repeat some grades. I was told that I am not performing well at school to
progress to the next grade, which is true because I am always missing lessons to go look for piecework.
Because of my poor performance in class my school head teacher forced me to repeat my grade in the
years 2018, 2019 and at the start of 2020. I don’t like repeating grades because I feel ashamed when I
meet my former classmates who are now in Grade nine.
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I really don’t have a choice because that is the only way I can raise money for exercise books, soap,
clothes and my barbershop expenses. Sometimes I give my mother money to buy food for my siblings.
Some of the piecework, I do include weeding, harvesting crops or any odd jobs as required by some
members of the community.”
Joseph’s mother concurs as she narrates: “Without money from the government, I can no longer
afford to look after all my children, hence I asked Joseph, who is my oldest child, to support himself
and to stand on his own and act like a man. I know doing so is affecting his school but as you can see
things are difficult at my home.”

Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

Consultations with the head of his primary school confirmed Joseph’s school experiences: “At the
end of each year, teachers administer school-based assessments to determine each pupil’s
readiness to progress to the next grade. Based on absenteeism and related poor performance during
those assessments, Joseph has on three consecutive years not been allowed to proceed to the next grade.
He is not the only one unfortunately, a lot of children whose parents depend on SCT are often absent
from school.” Furthermore, the headmaster - who is also a SCT paymaster – revealed that
Joseph’s poor performance began somewhere around 2017 when the disbursement of
the SCT became irregular.

Photo 18: Joseph's mother narrating how the inconsistent social cash transfer has affected her and the children.
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Case 11: Financial insecurity drive young girls into illicit sexual practices: A case of 17Year old, Emily*

Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

“My four siblings and I are orphans; and together
live with our grandmother. My grandmother is
74 years old and has been chronically ill since
2013. Therefore, cannot work at our farm or
engage in piecework” Emily

Photo 19: Emily preparing lunch at home after school.

Emily is a 17-year-old girl child and already a mother of 11 months old Jimmy*. She is in grade 9
at her local school and lives with her 75-year old grandmother, Tangu*. Tangu is a chronically ill
SCT beneficiary who has been on the programme since 2014.
Emily’s, living condition changed in 2017 as a result of the inconsistent SCT as she narrates: “We
began to experience challenges such as inadequate food at home in 2017. When I qualified to go to
Grade 8 at my local school, the impact of irregular SCT became even worse with the demand for school
requirements such as hardcover exercise books, pens, uniforms, and term fees. Whenever I went to school,
school authorities would send me back home to look for fees. It is ZMK150 per term but it has now
accumulated to ZMK450 as I haven’t paid in three terms. Like today, you can see they have chased me.
School authorities told me to look for money, but I know I will not find it by tomorrow. I will go back to
school tomorrow, let them send me back home again if they want. I know my grandmother cannot afford
school fees since there are four (4) of us in school. I did some piece works to raise money for my uniform
and books but was unable to pay school fees. It was then that I had a relationship with a local married
businessman who produces and trades in charcoal and also owns a grocery store. We lacked a lot of basic
necessities at home and this man helped me with some of the things I needed. In 2019, I got pregnant
with this baby, who is now 11 months old. I was disappointed with myself when I got pregnant because I
thought my future was doomed and over. What is more painful is that the father to my child does not
provide any financial or other forms of support. After giving birth, a teacher and my grandmother
encouraged me to return to school. I am happy that I listened to them since I now have a second chance
at education."
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Emily’s grandmother says: “The irregular SCT makes me feel hopeless. Emily and my other
grandchildren must fend for themselves, which sometimes pushes them into risky situations. For the sake
of children like Emily, they (Government) cannot just abandon us in this cruel manner, let SCTs resume
immediately.”

Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

Emily’s case highlights the negative coping strategies households have had to adopt due to
irregular and inconsistent disbursement of the SCT and how it has led to young girls being
exposed to sexual abuse and robbing them of a chance to education.

Photo 20: Emily's grandmother narrating how the inconsistent social cash transfer has affected her and the children.
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Case 12: Financial distress causing hopelessness amongst school children: A case of 16-yearold, Muzalema*

“I really feel the pain of not having
the basic school requirements,
sometimes I feel like just dropping
out of school.” Muzalema

Photo 21: Muzalema posing for a photo in her school uniform.

Muzalema* is a 15-year-old girl, currently in Grade (9) at her local primary school. She lives with
her mother Grace*, a 31-year-old single parent and four other siblings.
Muzalema started her narration by saying: “I like my school but the situation at our home is very
discouraging. When my mother was receiving money from the government (SCTs), we were very happy, she
would buy food and also invest in her small business. She would afford to meet my other school needs since
the Keeping Girls in School programme1 only pays my tuition fees. Since 2017, when payments started to
be irregular, my mother has been failing to meet my school needs. The little profit from her daily vegetable
sales is only enough to buy food. Over the past few months I have been asking my mother to buy me a
calculator and a mathematical set but she has failed and this makes me sad because these things are
needed during my upcoming junior secondary school leaving examinations. I need these things now, as my
teacher would like me to practice how to use them before examinations commence. Without these things, I
cannot pass my exams for mathematics and business studies subjects. When I contemplate on my
hardships, I feel so hurt, that I sometimes do not go to school.” Her mother, Grace, concurs with her
daughter; “I am aware of Muzalema’s school requisites, but profits from my small vegetable business are
inadequate to buy those things for her. When I was receiving the SCT, I could afford to buy school
requirements for my children but now I have to make a choice between their need to eat and their education
needs. This is my chance of achieving my dream to become a police officer. I am more engaged at school
than when I am home because there are few productive things to do at home. I cannot afford to buy
Muzalema these things anymore, which is really depressing her. I am grateful for the KGS that pays for
tuition fees but it is not sufficient.”
1
KGS is a school program aimed at helping girls form vulnerable homes to have access to secondary education, with beneficiaries drawn from households that are
benefiting from the SCT programme.
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Muzalema’s story demonstrates that programmes such as KGS are just half the solution
to ensuring that girls from poor households complete their education; and in the absence of
other social protection mechanisms, the KGS programme is unlikely to successfully keep the
girls in school.
Conclusion on the Theme IV: Education of Children from SCT Households hindered.
Overall, the case studies (10-12) clearly show that SCT is a critical contribution to the household
income, especially for poor households, who have limited opportunities for earning additional
income. From the case studies it has been reviewed that several poor households use SCT to
support their children’s education. This therefore, implies that when SCT is irregular, many
school going children; increasingly face the risk of dropping out of school, perpetuating the
poverty generation cycle.
It has also been seen that some girls under the KGS program continue to drop out of school
where the necessary school pre-requisites are not met, hence it is important that programs such
as KGS do only not focus on tuition fees but include other basic school necessities.

Photo: Cuthbert Miti for Save the Children

Lastly, without the SCT being regular some of the girls fall prey to sexual exploitation and
abuse. The education opportunities for girls when they fall pregnant become limited and affect
their future prospects. SCT is thus a crucial complementary source of income as parents can
provide food and procure basic necessities needed for the education of their children.

Photo 22: Muzalema's mother preparing lunch at home as Muzalema looks on in the background.
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CONCLUSION
The overall objective of this compendium is to explore, document and understand the effects
that the inconsistent payment of SCT has had on lives of families that depend on them for their
livelihood. Through these purposefully sampled children centred case studies, the children
analysed and compared their experiences during the period when SCT payments where being
paid regularly and now.
• Perspectives from the selected children revealed that irregular and inconsistent SCTs have
led to intensified household suffering in recipient households.
• Experiences were revealed across child labour, sexual exploitation, hunger and food
insecurity, and lack of money for their direct educational costs.
• It can be argued that irregular SCT sets into motion a chain of social and economic
vulnerabilities that induce great suffering for children as members of households. Thus,
irregular SCT is both a cause and effect of household vulnerabilities and negative coping
mechanism for children in recipient homes.
Findings from the case studies clearly suggest that unless SCT is normalised, made regular and
predictable, children’s health, nutrition and education outcomes will. The importance of social
protection is evident across all these case studies. The need for government to resume payments
that are regular and predictable cannot be overemphasised. Government and stakeholders have
a responsibility to protect children, as they constitute the future generation. Given the effects of
COVID-19 on the economy, health and education sectors, the time to act to protect vulnerable
populations from failing further into poverty is NOW!
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